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Rating: 4

Review:

This is useful for RAS or other functions who need experience with MDR. As
I work on MDR program for my function, some of this course was just
detailing the regulation and it would be good to have more examples to get
into the detail of applying the regulation. overall it was helpful and good for
overview of new regs

The course objectives are clearly defined at the start
of the course.: Agree

The course content matched the course objectives.: Agree

All course objectives were achieved (as outlined at
the start of the course).: Agree

The length of the course was:: Correct Length

Overall, how would you rate your training experience
with Comply Guru?: 4

Would you recommend this course to anyone else
who needed similar training?: Yes

The course content was accurate, well-written and
useful.: Agree

In your opinion, in what ways could the online
modules be improved?:

More working examples - for example taking a
product and completing some GSPRs and regarding
Clinical Eval - a lot of companies have challenges on
equiv - it would be good to have a wording example
and where the bar is in terms of how diff a product
can be

Based on your experience with this course. How
likely are you to recommend online training versus
traditional [classroom] training?:

Likely

https://www.complyguru.com


Please supply a short review about your overall
training experience with Comply Guru. Thank you!:

This is useful for RAS or other functions who need
experience with MDR. As I work on MDR program
for my function, some of this course was just
detailing the regulation and it would be good to have
more examples to get into the detail of applying the
regulation. overall it was helpful and good for
overview of new regs

Do you have any other comments or feedback?: N/A


